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Plasmon-driven surface catalytic (PDSC) reaction in Ag/Au nanoparticle monomer or dimer-film gaps are
experimentally and theoretically investigated, using surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) and finite
element method. The variation of SERS spectra in different nano gaps of nanoparticle-film systems
indicated the PDSC reaction was largely depended on the number of nanoparticles. The higher Raman
intensity of p,p9-dimercaptoazobenzene (DMAB) in dimer-film nanogap was because effective coupling of
induced image charge on metal film in hybridized plasmonic gap mode, which was confirmed by the electric
field distribution. Furthermore, the influence of material and wavelength was also studied to obtain the
optimal experimental condition for best surface catalysis in hybridized plasmonic gap mode. Our studies in
this common configuration of plasmonic nanostructure are of great significance not only in the field of
catalysis on metal surface but also in other surface plasmon fields such as senor, photon detection, water
splitting, etc.

M
anipulating light under subwavelength presents an exciting reason to focus their attentions on surface
plasmon in metal nanostructure by researchers all over the world1,2 The effective coupling of collective
oscillation of free electrons and photons, surface plasmon polarizations (SPPs), confines and harvests

the energy of light near the metal surface at nanoscale which decays exponentially along the normal direction.
This highly confinement of electromagnetic (EM) field reaches the maximal and generates a quite huge enhanced
EM field as large as several orders compared to incident light at metal surface, which are extensively applied in
surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)3, localized surface plasmon sensor4, tip-enhanced Raman spectro-
scopy5,6, nonlinear optics7,8, thermal image and therapy9, photo detection10,11, water splitting12,13, etc.

Besides these extensive application fields mention above, an interesting surface catalysis reaction driven by
surface plasmon for its huge EM energy confined within subwavelength area attracted more and more attentions
of researchers in the last several years14. This plasmonic driven surface catalysis (PDSC) reaction was discovered
through three enhanced SERS peaks of p-aminothiophenol (PATP) molecule absorbed on metal surface. The
strong enhanced Raman peaks at 1143, 1390 and 1432 cm21 of PATP were explained by chemical enhancement
of SERS since 199415. However, in 2010 Wu and co-worker predicted theoretically that a PDSC reaction that p,p9-
dimercaptoazobenzene (DMAB) could be produced from p-aminothiophenol (PATP) on Ag nanoparticles and
those three enhanced Raman peaks were the Raman feature of DMAB molecule16. This predication was imme-
diately demonstrated by experiments and further confirmed by a series reports in various experiment conditions
and theoretical methods17–27.

Since the surface plasmon varies a lot in different metal nanostructures2, various metal surfaces were
investigated to verify the PDSC reaction, such as colloids17, nanowires28, film22,29, tips19,25, single particle30,
nanoparticles dimer31,32, etc. Among them, the nanoparticle-film systems were extensively studied in various
plasmonic fields, not only for its simple configuration and convenient fabrication but also for its highly
confined EM field in nanogaps between nanoparticle and film22,30,33. Compared to common metal colloids
SERS system, nanogaps in nanoparticle-film were more uniform and could realize selective enhancement in a
subwavelength area on film34. Since the plasmonic properties in nanogap come from the hybridization
between surface plasmon of nanoparticle and that of metal film, the size, shape of nanoparticle and the
thickness of film has a great effect on the enhancement in nanogap. Interesting, we recently found the EM
distribution of this hybridized plasmonic gap mode was also largely influenced by the number of nanopar-
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ticles that the dimer-film nanogap had an unusual greater cap-
ability to confine light energy than monomer-film nanogap30. In
this year, Yang, Ren and co-workers had confirmed our results
and indicated this hybridized plasmon gap mode could be modu-
lated by the wavelength of incident light35. Therefore, the PDSC
reaction in this hybridized plasmon gap mode could be an inter-
esting topic to study the catalysis on metal surface.

In this work, the PDSC reactions in Au/Ag nanoparticle-film gaps
were investigated through SERS and finite element method. The
SERS spectra of PATP excited by 633 nm laser or 532 nm laser in
Au/Ag nanoparticle monomer or dimer-film gaps were measured.
The results figured out the numbers of nanoparticle were quite
important in this surface catalysis. To understand this phenomenon,
the distribution and the enhancement of electric field in the nano-
particle-film gaps were analyzed through finite element method.
Considering the Ag:Au bimetallic nanoparticle could exhibit differ-
ent plasmonic properties, the SERS spectra of Au and Ag mixed
nanoparticle dimer-film system were also investigated and the results
confirmed the PDSC reaction occurred in Au or Ag pure metal
dimer-film system. Since the simple configuration and extensive
application of nanoparticle-film system in plasmonics, our work in

nanoparticle-film gaps could be an important and interesting sup-
plement in PDSC field.

Results
Raman spectra of PATP excited by 633 nm laser. The SERS spectra
of PATP in nanoparticle-film gaps excited by 633 nm laser were first
investigated as shown in Figure 1 and all the nanoparticle monomer
and its corresponding nanoparticle dimer were located on the same
film in our work, and then the influence of background light had
been eliminated.

The SERS spectra in Figure 1(a) were obtained in gaps between Ag
nanoparticle monomer or dimer and Ag film whose SEM image were
inset. The scale bar in SEM image indicated the nanoparticle from
either Ag monomer or dimer has similar radii of about 50 nm. And
the obvious Raman feature of DMAB in Figure 1(a) demonstrated
PDSC were performed in both monomer-film and dimer-film gaps.
Furthermore, the larger than twice stronger Raman intensity in spec-
tra figured out greater electric field generated in dimer-film gap
compared to monomer-film gap.

The experiment data of Au nanoparticle monomer or dimer on Ag
film were present in Figure 1(b). The much stronger Raman intensity

Figure 1 | SERS spectra of PATP absorbed on Ag/Au films excited by 633 nm laser. (a) in Ag nanoparticle monomer-Ag film gaps (blue line)

or Ag nanoparticle dimer-Ag film (red line) gaps, (b) in Au nanoparticle monomer-Ag film gaps (blue line) or Au nanoparticle dimer-Ag film gaps (red

line), (c) in Ag nanoparticle monomer-Au film gaps (blue line) or Ag nanoparticle dimer-Au film gaps (red line), (d) in Au nanoparticle monomer-Au

film gaps (blue line) or Au nanoparticle dimer-Au film gaps (red line). Insets are the corresponding SEM image of Ag/Au nanoparticle-film.
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of DMAB in spectra presented the similar conclusion while the radii
of all Au nanoparticles were about 40 nm as shown in the inset SEM
image. All results above indicated PDSC were performed on Ag film
in our experiment and higher electric field was generated in gaps of
dimer-film for the much stronger Raman intensity.

The SERS spectra in Figure 1(c) were collected in gaps between Ag
nanoparticle monomer or dimer and Au film whose corresponded
inset SEM image illustrated the diameters of all Ag nanoparticles
were about 100 nm. To make Raman feature clear in figure, the weak
SERS spectra from monomer-film gap was 5 times amplified. The
additional Raman peak at 1143, 1390 and 1432 cm21, related to
N5N of DMAB vibrational modes, turned up in spectra from
dimer-film gaps presented an obvious different Raman feature com-
pared to the other one. This result pointed out that the PDSC were
performed in the dimer-film gap while it did not occur in the mono-
mer-film gap, in which the SERS spectra presented Raman feature of
PATP. Similar conclusion was obtained in Au nanoparticles-Au film
system by the SERS spectra and their corresponding inset SEM
images in Figure 1(d). With similar diameter of about 80 nm, the
Raman feature of DMAB only turned up in the nanoparticle dimer-
film gaps figured out the PDSC was not performed in the nanopar-
ticle monomer -Au film gap.

SERS spectra of PATP excited by 532 nm laser. To demonstrate the
conclusion discussed above under different exciting laser, the SERS
in the same systems excited by 532 nm laser were also measured in
Figure 2. The similar phenomena were observed in all nanoparticle-
Ag film systems that the PDSC were performed while the higher
Raman intensity of DMAB were collected in dimer-film gap as
illustrated in Figure 2(a) and 2(b). Due to the strong interband
electronic transitions of gold irradiated by 532 nm light, there
were much difference in nanoparticle-Au film system such as the
appearance of intensive fluorescence background without
identifiable Raman feature in Figure 2(d). However, the existence
of Ag nanoparticle reserved the Raman signal of molecule on Au
film shown in Figure 2(c) which guided energy of light into localized
surface plasmons (LSPs) at Ag nanoparticle surface but not
interband electronic transition in Au film. The SERS spectra in
Figure 2(c) were consistent with the result in Figure 1(c) that the
PDSC only took place in the Ag nanoparticle dimer-Au film gaps.

The electric field in Au/Ag nanoparticle-film gap systems excited
by 633 nm laser. Through finite element method, Figure 3
illustrated the distribution and enhancement of electric field in
nanoparticle and film systems, which provide a useful way to

Figure 2 | SERS spectra of PATP absorbed on Ag/Au films excited by 532 nm laser. (a) in Ag nanoparticle monomer-Ag film gaps (blue line)

or Ag nanoparticle dimer-Ag film (red line) gaps, (b) in Au nanoparticle monomer-Ag film gaps (blue line) or Au nanoparticle dimer-Ag film gaps (red

line), (c) in Ag nanoparticle monomer-Au film gaps (blue line) or Ag nanoparticle dimer-Au film gaps (red line), (d) in Au nanoparticle monomer-Au

film gaps (blue line) or Au nanoparticle dimer-Au film gaps (red line).
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analyze the LSP in this hybridized plasmonic gap mode. The images
in Figure 3 clearly indicated the light energy was highly focused at the
gaps in the system, which was largely influenced by the number of
nanoparticle on metal film. For example in Ag nanoparticle
monomer or dimer-Ag film systems, the deeper color with smaller
area in Figure 3(b) pointed out the higher energy density of LSP
generated in dimer-film gap excited by 633 nm laser. The electric
enhancement as a function of incident light wavelength in
Figure 3(a) provided the detail data of LSP energy density
difference in monomer-film and dimer-film gap. Here gap A
represented the gap between nanoparticle monomer and film while
gap B represented the gap between nanoparticle dimer and film in
this work. The green and red dash line in Figure 3(a) represented the
wavelength of exciting laser in our experiment above, 532 nm and
633 nm. It was quite clear that the intensity of electric field in dimer-
film gap was much stronger than that in monomer-film gap in whole
visible region. This higher energy density in dimer-film gap was also
demonstrated in nanoparticle-Au film by the images of Figure 3(d–
f), which was responsible to the selective catalysis on smoother
surface of Au film in our experiments. Because of the inevitable
roughness of metal nanostructure caused by fabrication process,
the difference of simulated electric field in two kinds of gaps was
much greater compared to the experiment SERS data.

SERS spectra and electric field of Au and Ag mixed dimer-film
system excited by 633 nm laser. Since the Ag:Au bimetallic
nanoparticle showed different plasmonic properties compared to
pure Ag or Au nanoparticle36, the PDSC reaction was also
investigated in Au and Ag mixed dimer-film system, whose
SERS spectra and electric field were illustrated in Figure 4. To
distinguish the material of nanoparticle dimer in film, the
Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) equipped on SEM was
used to identify the Ag or Au nanoparticle, whose data was
presented in supplementary information. The Raman feature
peak of DMAB in Figure 4(a) and (b) indicated the PDSC did
occur in mixed dimer-film system as the pure dimer-film system,
either on Ag film or on Au film. The results were confirmed by
the electric distribution in Figure 4(c) and (d) that the light energy
was highly confined in the dimer-particle gaps.

Discussion
Since both nanoparticle monomer and its corresponding dimer in
our experiments were located on the same metal film, the distribu-
tions of PATP molecule in all nanoparticle-film gaps were extremely
similar. Therefore, the difference of SERS intensities and selective
catalysis discussed above could be understood by variation of light

Figure 3 | The distribution and enhancement of electric field in nanoparticle and film systems excited by 633 nm laser. (a) E field enhancement in

gaps between Ag/Au nanoparticle and Ag film. Gap A represent gap between nanoparticle monomer and film while Gap B represent gap between

nanoparticle dimer and film. (b) E field distribution in the gaps between Ag nanoparticles monomer or dimer-Ag film. (c) E field distribution in gaps

between Au nanoparticles monomer or dimer-Ag film. (d) E field enhancement in gaps between Ag/Au nanoparticle and Au film. (e) E field distribution

in gaps between Ag nanoparticles monomer or dimer-Au film. (f) E field distribution in gaps between Au nanoparticles monomer or dimer-Au film. The

633 nm laser is the light source in all E field distribution here.
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energy in nanoparticle-film gaps, which only came from the config-
uration of the metal nanostructure.

Obviously, the number of nanoparticles on film dominated the
result that SERS intensities of dimer-film system were much stronger
than that in monomer-film system, either on Ag or Au film.
Furthermore, the larger than twice stronger Raman intensity in each
dimer-film gap compared to monomer-film gap meant much more
light energy confined in dimer-film gaps to drive surface catalysis.
This phenomenon could be analyzed by the hybridization between
surface plasmons of metal nanoparticle and that of metal film. In
monomer-film system, the image charge on metal surface induced by
surface charge on single nanoparticle centralized at two side of nano-
particle-film gap, which could not effectively confine light energy in
the gap. While in the dimer-film situation, the strong coupling of
nanoparticle dimer made the induced image charge on metal film
just located at the two dimer-film gaps. The effective coupling gave
rise to the highly focused light in gaps which brought out the strong
Raman intensity and PDSC reactions. Detail demonstration could be
seen in our recent work30.

As materials of nanostructures played an important role in surface
plasmon properties, our results also illustrated the difference in
PDSC reactions of Ag or Au system. In comparing parts (a) and
(b) of Figure 1, it is obviously that all Raman spectra were quiet
similar and appeared Raman feature of DMAB on Ag film, which
meant the PDSC reactions occurred accordingly. However, when the
Ag nanoparticles were located on different substrate in Figure 1(a)
and (c), the obvious difference in SERS spectra demonstrated the

influence of material substrate was great. The Raman peaks at
1143, 1390 and 1432 cm21 indicated the light energy confined by
the hybridized plasmonic gap mode in Ag nanoparticle dimer-Ag
film gap was strong enough to undergo the PDSC reaction. While in
Ag nanoparticle monomer-Au film situation, the SERS spectra illu-
strated the PDSC reaction could not smoothly occur for weaker light
energy in gaps. These experiment results were different from our
simulation results in Figure 3, in which the enhancements in Ag
monomer-Ag film gap or -Au film gap were almost the same. This
was mainly attributed to the rougher surface of Ag film caused by
fabrication technology that the roughness of Ag and Au film were
3.25 and 2.249 nm, respectively (the SERS spectra of Ag or Au film
without nanoparticle was present in supplementary information).

The three DMAB Raman peaks in SERS spectra of Figure 4
demonstrated Ag and Ag mixed nanoparticle dimer had similar
ability to drive surface catalysis on Ag or Au film as the pure nano-
particle dimer. The fact was confirmed by the electric distribution in
Figure 4(c) and (d) that the electric field was greatly enhanced in the
dimer-film gaps no matter what material consisted in the hybridized
plasmonic gap mode. This was because the Ag has similar permit-
tivity as Au in the visible range that the hybridization between surface
plasmon of noble metal nanoparticle dimer and noble metal film
were almost the same. These results indicated the number of nano-
particle in PDSC reaction of hybridized plasmonic gap mode played
an much more important role than material.

In summary, the PDSC reaction of DMAB produced from PATP
in Au/Ag nanoparticle-film gaps were examined by SERS. The stron-

Figure 4 | SERS spectra and electric field of Au mixing with Ag nanoparticle-film system excited by 633 nm laser. (a) in Au mixing Ag nanoparticle-Ag

film system, (b) in Au mixing Ag nanoparticle-Au film system. (c) E field distribution in gaps between Au mixing Ag nanoparticle and Ag film. (d) E field

distribution in gaps between Au mixing Ag nanoparticle and Au film. Insets are the corresponding SEM of Au mixing with Ag nanoparticle-film.
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ger SERS intensity of DMAB or selective catalysis in dimer-film gaps
indicated much more light energy was confined in the dimer-film
gaps for the hybridization between surface plasmon of metal nano-
particle and metal film, which was confined by the electric field
distribution through finite element method. All results demonstrated
the particle’s number played a core role in the hybridized plasmonic
gap mode for the coupling efficiency of induced image charge on
metal film. Due to the simple configuration and convenient fabrica-
tion of nanoparticle-film systems, our result was quite useful not only
in application of catalysis on metal surface, but also in other surface
plasmon fields such as sensor, photon detection, water splitting and
etc.

Methods
PATP was purchased from Aladdin Industrial Corporation. The substrate for
SERS measurement was prepared by evaporating Ag and Au metal onto silicon under
a high vacuum using the electron beam evaporation system (model Peva-600E). The
evaporation conditions were controlled to produce a layer of Ag and Au all with an
average thickness of 100 nm.

The surface roughness was evaluated with atomic force microscopy (AFM), the
roughness of Ag and Au film were 3.25 and 2.249 nm, respectively.

The element of mixed dimer on metal film was distinguished by Energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS).

The Ag and Au nanoparticles were synthesized by polyol method according to
references. The average diameters were 100 nm and 80 nm for Ag and Au nano-
particle, respectively. To make sure the molecule only located in the gaps between
nanoparticle and film, the Ag and Au films were firstly immerged in a 1*1025 M
ethanol solution of PATP for more than 2 h. And then the films were washed with
ethanol and deionized water for 3 min and dried with N2 gas. At last the Ag/Au
nanoparticle monomer and dimer were fabricated by spin-coating Ag/Au nanopar-
ticle solution spin coating on the Ag/Au film.

All the SRES measurements in this work were performed by a commercial Micro-
Raman spectrometer (Horibba) with a 633 nm or 532 nm laser.

The near-field distribution of the electric (E) fields was calculated using the finite
element method (COMSOL 4.3a commercial package). The system of monomer or
dimer Ag/Au nanoparticles located 1 nm above the Ag/Au films (100 nm thick), with
a 1 nm edge-to-edge dimer separation. The illumination was from the particle side,
normal to the substrate, with a polarization along the dimer axis and an E field
component is 1 V/m. The excited wavelengths are 633 nm.
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